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CHRIS MEADOWS. 

One Man Army 

	 From recording vocals to creating ads, Chris Meadows. does it all. 
Every song, picture, video concept, styling, and web page he had done 
himself. From a young age it was clear he was creative. As he grew up he 
started taking more seriously. “…once I started making things myself I never 
wanted to work with other people, I have specific vision…”. This is still very 
clear in his work now. He’s able to give a mainstream sound but still remains 
very unique through his choice of melodies, subject matter, and the delivery 
of his verses. “…yea I try to stand out and blend in at the same time.” he 
laughs. Some people may say why, but one things for sure; he knows what 
he is doing.
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Make sure to follow 
Chris Meadows. on 
Instagram, Twitter, and 
Facebook 
@meadowsofficial
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Redefining what it means 
to be a “Soundcloud 
Rapper” 

	 


	 Unlike most of todays rappers on 
Soundcloud, Chris Meadows is far from the 
obnoxious kid at school with a “link in his bio” 
recording at his mom’s house about things he’s 
never experienced on the weekends. (Although 
he does record at his parent’s house). Chris 
Meadows. is a 19 year old self taught lyricist, 
song writer, producer and audio engineer from 
Charlotte, North Carolina. He recently released 
two new singles; “Everybody Knows” while 
performing it live on NBC Charlotte Today and 
“On to Something”.  Both of these tracks are out 
on Soundcloud but are also available on Spotify, 
Apple Music, and other streaming platforms. 
These tracks show the versatility that Chris 
posses to adapt to different styles of rap while 
still having his original sound. Needless to say 
that lyrics play an important role in his music. 
“Whenever I make a song, the more meaning there is behind it the easier it is for me to finish writing 
and recording it. I told a lot of stories on the upcoming project I’m working on but they're not over 
your typical rap beats…” says Chris. Chris is only 19 and ones things for sure; his future is bright.
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“They say shoot 
for the stars, but 
why not shoot 
for Pluto and 
land upon Mars” 

- CHRIS MEADOWS.


